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ABSTRACT
This paper offers a new hybrid probably asymptotically correct (PAC) reinforcement learning (RL)
algorithm for Markov decision processes (MDPs) that intelligently maintains favorable features of
its parents. The designed algorithm, referred to as the Dyna-Delayed Q-learning (DDQ) algorithm,
combines model-free and model-based learning approaches while outperforming both in most cases.
The paper includes a PAC analysis of the DDQ algorithm and a derivation of its sample complexity.
Numerical results that support the claim regarding the new algorithm’s sample efficiency compared
to its parents are showcased in a small grid-world example.
Keywords Reinforcement Learning ⋅ Probability Approximately Correct ⋅ Markov Decision Process
1 Introduction
While several reinforcement learning (RL) algorithms can apply to a dynamical system modelled as a Markov decision
process (MDP), few are probably approximately correct (PAC)—namely, they can guarantee how soon the algorithm
will converge to the near-optimal policy. Existing PAC MDP algorithms can be broadly divided into two groups:
model-based algorithms like [1–6], and model-free Delayed Q-learning algorithms [7–9]. Each group has its advantages
and disadvantages. The goal here is to capture the advantages of both groups, while preserving PAC properties.
Model-free RL is a powerful approach for learning complex tasks. For many real-world learning problems, however,
the approach is taxing in terms of the size of the necessary body of data—what is more formally referred to as its
sample complexity. The reason is that model-free RL ignores rich information from state transitions and only relies on
the observed rewards for learning the optimal policy [10]. A popular model-free PAC RL MDP algorithm is known as
Delayed Q-learning [7]. The known upper-bound on the sample complexity of Delayed Q-learning suggests that it
outperforms model-based alternatives only when the state-space size of the MDP is relatively large [11].
Model-based RL, on the other hand, utilizes all information from state transitions to learn a model, and then uses
that model to compute an optimal policy. The sample complexity of model-based RL algorithms are typically lower
than that of model-free ones [12]; the trade-off comes in the form of computational effort and possible bias [10]. A
popular model-based PAC RL MDP algorithms is R-max [2]. The derived upper-bound for the sample complexity of the
R-max algorithm [13] suggests that this model-based algorithm shines from the viewpoint of sample efficiency when
the size of the state/action space is relatively small. This efficiency assessment can typically be generalized to most
model-based algorithms.
Overall, R-max and Delayed Q-learning are incomparable in terms of their bound on the sample complexity.
For instance, for the same sample size, R-max is bound to return a policy of higher accuracy compared to Delayed
Q-learning, while the latter will converge much faster on problems with large state spaces.
Typically, model-free algorithms circumvent the model learning stage of the solution process, a move that by
itself reduces complexity in problems of large size. In many applications, however, model learning is not the main
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complexity bottleneck. Neurophysiologically-inspired hypotheses [14] have suggested that the brain approach toward
complex learning tasks can be model-free (trial and error) or model-based (deliberate planning and computation) or even
combination of both, depending on the amount and reliability of the available information. This intelligent combination
is postulated to contribute in making the process efficient and fast. The design of the PAC MDP algorithm presented
in this paper is motivated by such observations. Rather than following strictly one of the two prevailing directions, it
orchestrates a marriage of a model-free (Delayed Q-learning) with a model-based (R-max) PAC algorithm, in order to
give rise to a new PAC algorithm (Dyna-Delayed Q-learning (DDQ)) that combines the advantages of both.
The search for a connection between model-free and model-based RL algorithms begins with the Dyna-Q algorithm
[15], in which synthetic generated experiences based on the learned model are used to expedite Q-learning. Some
other examples that continued along this thread of research are partial model back propagation [16], training a goal
condition Q function [17–20], and integrating model-based linear quadratic regulator based algorithm into model-free
framework of path integral policy improvement [21]. The recently introduced Temporal Difference Models (TDM)
provides a smooth(er) transition from model-free to model-based, during the learning process [10]. What is missed in
the literature is a PAC combination of model-free and model-based frameworks.
Here the Dyna-Q idea is leveraged to combine two popular PAC algorithms, one model-free and one model-based,
into a new one named DDQ, which is not only PAC like its parents, but also inherits the best of both worlds: it will
intelligently behave more like a model-free algorithm on large problems, and operate more like a model-based algorithm
on problems that require high accuracy, being content with the smallest among the sample sizes required by its parents.
Specifically, the sample complexity of DDQ, in the worst case, matches the minimum bound between that of R-max
and Delayed Q-learning, and often outperforms both. Note that DDQ algorithm is purely online and does not assume
accessing to a generative model like in [22]. With hybrid PAC algorithm like DDQ in hand, it does not need to face the
dilemma of choosing between model-free and model-based frameworks and concerning which one is more appropriate
for a particular learning task. This can be a first step and a nice motivation for future research on proper PAC combination
of more recent algorithms from the two framework and enjoy the advantages of both in a single hybrid algorithm.
The motivation for the development of this new breed of RL algorithms comes from application problems in the
area of early pediatric motor rehabilitation, where robots can be used as smart toys to socially interact with infants who
have special needs, and engage with them socially in play-based activity that involves gross motion. There, MDP models
can be constructed to capture the dynamics of the social interaction between infant and robot, and RL algorithms can
guide the behavior of the robot as it interacts with the infant in order to achieve the maximum possible rehabilitation
outcome—the latter possibly quantified by the overall length of infant displacement, or the frequency of infant motor
transitions. Some early attempts at modeling such instances of human-robot interaction (HRI) did not result in models
of particularly large state and action spaces, but were particularly complicated by the absence of sufficient data sets for
learning [23, 24]. This is because every child is different, and the exposure of each particular infant to the smart robotic
toys (during which HRI data can be collected) is usually limited to a few hours per month. There is a need, therefore, for
reinforcement learning approaches that can maintain efficiency and accuracy even when the learning set is particularly
small.
The paper starts with some technical preliminaries in Section 2. This section introduces the required properties of
a PAC RL algorithm in the form of a well-known theorem. The DDQ algorithm is introduced in Section 3, with particular
emphasis given on its update mechanism. Section 4 presents the mathematical analysis that leads the establishment of
the algorithm’s PAC properties, and the analytic derivation of its sample complexity. Finally, Section 5 offers numerical
data to support the theoretical sample complexity claims, through an illustrative grid-world example. The data indicate
that DDQ outperforms Delayed Q-learning and R-max in terms of the required samples to learn near-optimal policy. To
promote readability, the proofs of most of the lemmas supporting the proof of our main result are included separately in
the paper’s Appendix.
2 Technical Preliminaries
A finite MDP M is a tuple {S,A,R,T, γ} with elements
S a finite set of states
A a finite set of actions
R ∶ S ×A→ [0,1] the reward from executing a at s
T ∶ S ×A × S → [0,1] the transition probabilities
γ ∈ [0,1) the discount factor
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A policy pi is a mapping pi ∶ S → A that selects an action a to be executed at state s. A policy is optimal if it
maximizes the expected sum of discounted rewards; if t indexes the current time step and at, st denote current action
and state, respectively, then this expected sum is written EM{∑∞t=0 γtR(st, at)}. The discount factor γ here reflects
the preference of immediate rewards over future ones. The value of state s under policy pi in MDP M is defined as
vpiM(s) = EM {R(s, pi(s)) + ∞∑
t=1γtR(st, pi(st))}
Note that an upper bound for the value at any state is vmax = 11−γ . Similarly defined is the value of state-action pair(s, a) under policy pi:
QpiM(s, a) = EM {R(s, a) + ∞∑
t=1γtR(st, pi(st))}
Every MDP M has at least one optimal policy pi∗ that results in an optimal value (or state-action value) assignment at
all states; the latter is denoted v∗M(s) (or Q∗M(s, a), respectively).
The standard approach to finding the optimal values is through the search for a fix point of the Bellman equation
v∗M(s) =max
a
{R(s, a) + γ∑
s′ T (s, s′, a)v∗M(s′)}
which, after substituting V ∗M(s′) =maxaQ∗M(s′, a), can equivalently be written in terms of state-action values
Q∗M(s, a) = R(s, a) + γ∑
s′ T (s, s′, a)v∗M(s′)
Reinforcement learning, (RL) is a procedure to obtain an optimal policy in an MDP, when the actual transition
probabilities and/or reward function are not known. The procedure involves exploration of the MDP model. An RL
algorithm usually maintains a table of state-action pair value estimates Q(s, a) that are updated based on the exploration
data. We denote Qt(s, a) the currently stored value for state-action pair (s, a) at timestep t during the execution of
an RL algorithm. Consequently, vt(s) = maxaQt(s, a). An RL algorithm is greedy if it at any timestep t, it always
executes action at = argmaxa∈AQt(st, a). The policy in force at time step t is similarly denoted pit. In what follows,
we denote ∣S∣ the cardinality of a set S.
Reinforcement learning algorithms have been classified as model-based or model-free. Although the characteriza-
tion is debatable, what is meant by calling an RL algorithm “model-based,” is that T and/or R are estimated based on
online observations (exploration data), and the resulting estimated model subsequently informs the computation of the
the optimal policy. A model-free RL algorithm, on the other hand, would skip the construction of an estimated MDP
model, and search directly for an optimal policy over the policy space. An RL algorithm is expected to converge to the
optimal policy, practically reporting a near-optimal one at termination.
Probably approximately correct (PAC) analysis of RL algorithms deals with the question of how fast an RL algorithm
converges to a near-optimal policy. An RL algorithm is PAC if there exists a probabilistic bound on the number of
exploration steps that the algorithm can take before converging to a near-optimal policy.
Definition 1. Consider that an RL algorithm A is executing on MDP M . Let st be the visited state at time step t andAt denotes the (non-stationary) policy that the A executes at t. For a given  > 0 and δ > 0, A is a PAC RL algorithm if
there is an N > 0 such that with probability at least 1 − δ and for all but N time steps,
vAtM (st) ≥ v∗M(st) −  (1)
Equation (1) is known as the -optimality condition and N as the sample complexity of A, which is a function of(∣S∣, ∣A∣, 1

, 1
δ
, 1
1−γ ).
Definition 2. Consider MDP M = {S,A,R,T, γ} which at time t has a set of state-action value estimates Qt(s, a),
and let Kt ⊆ S ×A be a set of state-action pairs labeled known. The known state-action MDP
MKt = {S ∪ {zs,a∣(s, a) ∉Kt},A, TKt ,RKt , γ}
is an MDP derived from M and Kt by defining new states zs,a for each unknown state-action pair (s, a) ∉ Kt, with
self-loops for all actions, i.e., TKt(zs,a, ⋅, zs,a) = 1. For all (s, a) ∈ Kt, it is RKt(s, a) = R(s, a) and TKt(s, a, ⋅) =
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T (s, a, ⋅). When an unknown state-action pair (s, a) ∉Kt is experienced, RKt(s, a) = Qt(s, a)(1 − γ) and the model
jumps to zs,a with TKt(s, a, zs,a) = 1; subsequently, RKt(zs,a, ⋅) = Qt(s, a)(1 − γ).
Let Kt be set of current known state-action pairs of an RL algorithm A at time t, and allow Kt to be arbitrarily
defined as long as it depends only on the history of exploration data up to t. Any (s, a) ∉Kt experienced at time step t
marks an escape event.
Theorem 1 ([11]). Let A be a greedy RL algorithm for an arbitrary MDP M , and let Kt be the set of current known
state-action pairs, defined based only on the history of the exploration data up to timestep t. Assume that Kt =Kt+1
unless an update to some state-action value occurs or an escape event occurs at timestep t, and that Qt(s, a) ≤ vmax
for all (s, a) and t. Let MKt be the known state-action MDP at timestep t and pit(s) = argmaxaQt(s, a) denote the
greedy policy that A executes. Suppose now that for any positive constant  and δ, the following conditions hold with
probability at least 1 − δ for all s, a and t:
optimism: vt(s) ≥ v∗M(s) − 
accuracy: vt(s) − vpitMKt (s) ≤ 
complexity: sum of number of timesteps with Q-value updates plus number of timesteps with escape events is
bounded by ζ(, δ) > 0.
Then, executing algorithm A on any MDP M will result in following a 4-optimal policy on all but
O ( ζ(, δ)
(1 − γ)2 ln ( 1δ ) ln ( 1(1−γ))) ≃ O ( ζ(, δ)(1 − γ)2 ) (2)
timesteps, with probability at least 1 − 2δ.
3 DDQ Algorithm
This section presents Algorithm 1, the one we call DDQ and the main contribution of this paper. DDQ integrates
elements of R-max and Delayed Q-learning, while preserving the implementation advantages of both. We refer to the
assignment in line 31 of Algorithm 1 as a type-1 update, and to the one on line 52 as a type-2 update. Type-1 updates
use the m1 most recent experiences (occurances) of a state-action pair (s, a) to update that pair’s value, while a type-2
update is realized through a value iteration algorithm (lines 43 − 54) and applies to state-action pairs experienced at
least m2 times. The outcome at timestep t of the value iteration for a type-2 update is denoted Qvlt (s, a). The value
iteration is set to run for ln (1/(2(1−γ)))(1−γ) iterations; parameter 2 regulates the desired accuracy on the resulting estimate
(Lemma 5). A type-1 update is successful only if the condition on line 30 of the algorithm is satisfied, and this condition
ensures that the type-1 update necessarily decreases the value estimate by at least 1 = 32. Similarly, a type-2 update is
successful only if the condition on line 51 of the algorithm holds. The DDQ algorithm maintains the following internal
variables:
• l(s, a): the number of samples gathered for the update type-1 of Q(s, a) once l(s, a) =m1.
• U(s, a): the running sum of target values used for a type-1 update of Q(s, a), once enough samples have been
gathered.
• b(s, a): the timestep at which the most recent or ongoing collection of m1 (s, a) experiences has started.
• learn(s, a): a Boolean flag that indicates whether or not samples are being gathered for type-1 update of Q(s, a). The
flag is set to true initially, and is reset to true whenever some Q-value is updated. It flips to false when no updates to
any Q-values occurs within a time window of m1 experiences of (s, a) in which attempted updates type-1 of Qi(s, a)
fail.
• n(s, a): variable that keeps track of the number of times (s, a) is experienced.
• n(s, a, s′): variable that keeps track of the number of transitions to s′ on action a at state s.
• r(s, a): the accumulated rewards by doing a in s.
The execution of the DDQ algorithm is tuned via the m1 and m2 parameters. One can practically reduce it to
Delayed Q-learning by setting m2 very large, and to R-max by setting m1 large. The next section provides a formal
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Algorithm 1 The DDQ algorithm
1: Inputs: S,A, γ,m1,m2, 1, 2
2: for all s, a, s′ do
3: Q(s, a)← vmax ▷ initialize Q values to its maximum
4: U(s, a)← 0 ▷ used for attempted updates of type-1
5: l(s, a)← 0 ▷ counters
6: b(s, a)← 0 ▷ beginning timestep of attempted update type-1
7: learn(s, a)← true ▷ learn flags
8: n(s, a)← 0 ▷ number of times (s, a) is tried
9: n(s, a, s′)← 0 ▷ number of transitions to s′ by a in s
10: r(s, a)← 0 ▷ accumulated reward by execution of a in s
11: end for
12: t∗ ← 0 ▷ time of the most recent successful timestep
13: for t = 1,2,3, ... do
14: let s denotes the state at time t
15: choose action a = argmaxa′∈AQ(s, a′)
16: observe immediate reward r and next state s′
17: n(s, a) = n(s, a) + 1
18: n(s, a, s′) = n(s, a, s′) + 1
19: r(s, a) = r(s, a) + r
20: if b(s, a) ≤ t∗ then
21: learn(s, a)← true
22: end if
23: if learn(s, a) = true then
24: if l(s, a) = 0 then
25: b(s, a)← t
26: end if
27: l(s, a)← l(s, a) + 1
28: U(s, a)← U(s, a) + r + γmaxa′ Q(s′, a′)
29: if l(s, a) =m1 then
30: if Q(s, a) −U(s, a)/m1 ≥ 21 then
31: Q(s, a)← U(s, a)/m1 + 1 and t∗ ← t
32: else if b(s, a) > t∗ then
33: learn(s, a)← false
34: end if
35: U(s, a)← 0 and l(s, a)← 0
36: end if
37: end if
38: if n(s, a) =m2 or t = t∗ then
39: t∗ ← t
40: for all (s, a) do
41: Qvl(s, a)← Q(s, a)
42: end for
43: for i = 1,2,3, ..., ( ln (1/(2(1−γ)))(1−γ) ) do
44: for all (s, a) do
45: if n(s, a) ≥m2 then
46: Qvl(s, a)← r(s,a)n(s,a) + γ∑s′′ n(s,a,s′′)n(s,a) maxa′ Qvl(s′′, a′)
47: end if
48: end for
49: end for
50: for all (s, a) do
51: if Qvl(s, a) ≤ Q(s, a) then
52: Q(s, a)← Qvl(s, a)
53: end if
54: end for
55: end if
56: end for
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proof that DDQ is not only PAC but also possesses the minimum sample complexity between R-max and Delayed
Q-learning in the worst case —often, it outperforms both.
4 PAC Analysis of DDQ Algorithm
In general, the sample complexity of R-max and Delayed Q-learning is incomparable [11]; the former is better in
terms of the accuracy of the resulting policy while the latter is better in terms of scaling with the size of the state space.
The sample complexity of R-max algorithm is ∣S∣2∣A∣
3(1−γ)8 —note the power on ; the sample complexity of Delayed
Q-learning algorithm is ∣S∣∣A∣
4(1−γ)8 —note the linear scaling with ∣S∣. It appears that DDQ can bring together the best of
both worlds; its sample complexity is
O (min{O( ∣S∣2∣A∣
3(1−γ)8 ),O( ∣S∣∣A∣4(1−γ)8 )})
Before formally stating the PAC properties of the DDQ algorithm and proving the bound on its sample complexity,
some technical groundwork needs to be laid. To slightly simplify notation, let κ ≜ ∣S∣∣A∣(1 + 1(1−γ)1 ). Moreover,
subscript t marks the value of a variable at the beginning of timestep t (particularly line 23 of the algorithm).
Definition 3. An event when learn(s, a) = true and at the same time l(s, a) = m1 or n(s, a) = m2, is called an
attempted update.
Definition 4. At any timestep t in the execution of DDQ algorithm the set of known state-action pairs is defined as:
Kt = {(s, a) ∣ n(s, a) ≥m2 or Qt(s, a) − (R(s, a) + γ∑s′ T (s, a, s′)vt(s′)) ≤ 31}
In subsequent analysis, and to distinguish between the conditions that make a state-action pair (s, a) known, the
set Kt will be partitioned into two subsets:
K1t ={(s, a) ∣ Qt(s, a) − (R(s, a) + γ∑s′ T (s, a, s′)vt(s′)) ≤ 31}
K2t ={(s, a) ∣ n(s, a) ≥m2}
Definition 5. In the execution of DDQ algorithm a timestep t is called a successful timestep if at that step any state-
action value is updated or the number of times that a state-action pair is visited reaches m2. Moreover, considering
a particular state-action pair (s, a), timestep t is called a successful timestep for (s, a) if at t either update type-1
happens to Q(s, a) or the number of times that (s, a) is visited reaches m2.
Recall that a type-1 update necessarily decreases the Q-value by at least 1. Defining rewards as positive quantities
prevents the Q-values from becoming negative. At the same time, state-action pairs can initiate update type-2 only once
they are experienced m2 times. Together, these conditions facilitate the establishment of an upper-bound on the total
number of successful timesteps during the execution of DDQ:
Lemma 1. The number of successful timesteps for a particular state-action pair (s, a) in a DDQ algorithm is at most
1 + 1(1−γ)1 . Moreover, the total number of successful timesteps is bounded by κ.
Proof. See Appendix A.
Lemma 2. The total number of attempted updates in DDQ algorithm is bounded by ∣S∣∣A∣(1 + κ).
Proof. See Appendix B.
Lemma 3. Let M be an MDP with a set of known state-action pairs Kt. If we assume that for all state-action pairs(s, a) ∉Kt we have Qt(s, a) ≤ 11−γ , then for all state-action pairs in the known state-action MDP MKt it holds
Q∗MKt (s, a) ≤ 11 − γ
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Proof. See Appendix C.
Choosing m1 big enough and applying Hoefding’s inequality allows following conclusion (Lemma 4) for all
type-1 updates, and paves the way for establishing the optimism condition of Theorem 1.
Lemma 4. Suppose that at time t during the execution of DDQ a state-action pair (s, a) experiences a successful
update of type-1 with its value changing from Q(s, a) to Q′(s, a), and that there exists ∃2 ∈ (0, 12 ) such that ∀s ∈ S
and ∀t′ < t, vt′(s) ≥ v∗M(s) − 22. If
m1 ≥ ln ( 8∣S∣∣A∣(1+κ)δ )
2(1 − 22)2(1 − γ)2 ≃ O⎛⎜⎝ ln (
∣S∣2∣A∣2
δ
)
21(1 − γ)2
⎞⎟⎠ (3)
for κ = ∣S∣∣A∣(1 + 1/(1 − γ)1), then Q′(s, a) ≥ Q∗M(s, a) with probability at least 1 − δ8 .
Proof. In Appendix D.
The following two lemmas are borrowed from [11] with very minor modifications, and inform on how to choose
parameter m2, and the number of iterations for the value iteration part of the DDQ algorithm in order to obtain a desired
accuracy.
Lemma 5. (cf. [11, Proposition 4]) Suppose the value-iteration algorithm runs on MDP M for ln (1/2(1 − γ))
1−γ iterations,
and each state-action value estimate Q(s, a) is initialized to some value between 0 and vmax for all states and actions.
Let Q′(s, a) be the state-action value estimate the algorithm yields. Then maxs,a {∣Q′(s, a) −Q∗M(s, a)∣} ≤ 2.
Lemma 6. Consider an MDP M with reward function R and transition probabilities T . Suppose another MDP Mˆ has
the same state and action set as M , but maintains an maximum likelihood (ML) estimate of R and T , with n(s, a) ≥m2,
in the form of Rˆ and Tˆ respectively. With C a constant and for all state-action pairs, choosing
m2 ≥ C ( ∣S∣ + ln (8∣S∣∣A∣/δ)
22(1 − γ)4 ) ≃ O ( ∣S∣ + ln (∣S∣∣A∣/δ)22(1 − γ)4 )
guarantees
∣R(s, a) − Rˆ(s, a)∣ ≤ C2(1 − γ)2∥T (s, a, ⋅) − Tˆ (s, a, ⋅)∥1 ≤ C2(1 − γ)2
with probability at least 1 − δ
8
. Moreover, for any policy pi and for all state-action pairs,
∣QpiM(s, a) −QpiMˆ(s, a)∣ ≤ 2∣vpiM(s) − vpiMˆ(s)∣ ≤ 2
with probability at least 1 − δ
8
.
Proof. Combine [11, Lemmas 12–15].
Lemma 7. Let t1 < t2 be two timesteps during the execution of the DDQ algorithm. If
Qt1(s, a) ≥ Q∗M
K2
t1
(s, a) − 22 ∀(s, a) ∈ S ×A
then with probability at least 1 − δ
8
Q∗M
K2
t1
(s, a) ≥ Q∗M
K2
t2
(s, a) ∀(s, a) ∈ S ×A
Proof. See Appendix E.
Lemmas 5 and 6 together have as a consequence the following Lemma, which contributes to establishing the
accuracy condition of Theorem 1 for the DDQ algorithm.
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Lemma 8. During the execution of DDQ, for all t and (s, a) ∈ S ×A, we have:
Q∗M
K2
t
(s, a) − 22 ≤ Qt(s, a) ≤ Q∗M
K2
t
(s, a) + 22 (4)
with probability at least 1 − 3δ
8
.
Proof. See Appendix F.
Lemma 1 has already offered a bound on the number of updates in DDQ; however, for the complexity condition of
Theorem 1 to be satisfied, one needs to show that during the execution of Algorithm 1 the number of escape events is
also bounded. The following Lemma is the first step: it states that by picking m1 as in (3), and under specific conditions,
an escape event necessarily results in a successful type-1 update. With the number of updates bounded, Lemma 9 can
be utilized to derive a bound on the number of escape events.
Lemma 9. With the choice of m1 as in (3), and assuming the DDQ algorithm at timestep t with (s, a) ∉Kt, l(s, a) =
0 and learn(s, a) = true, we know that an attempted type-1 update of Q(s, a) will necessarily occur within m1
occurrences of (s, a) after t, say at timestep tm1 . If (s, a) has been visited fewer than m2 till tm1 , then the attempted
type-1 update at tm1 will be successful with probability at least 1 − δ8 .
Proof. See Appendix G.
Lemma 10. Let t be the timestep when (s, a) has been visited for m1 times after the conditions of Lemma 9 were
satisfied. If the update at timestep t is unsuccessful and at timestep t + 1 it is learn(s, a) = false, then (s, a) ∈Kt+1.
Proof. See Appendix H.
A bound on the number the escape events of DDQ algorithm can be derived in a straightforward way. Note that a
state-action pair that is visited m2 times becomes a permanent member of set Kt. Therefore, the number of escape
events is bounded by ∣S∣∣A∣m2. On the other hand, Lemma 9 and the learn flag mechanism (i.e. Lemma 10) suggest
another upper bound on escape events. The following Lemma simply states an upper bound for escape events in DDQ
as the minimum among the two bounds.
Lemma 11. During the execution of DDQ, with the assumption that Lemma 9 holds, the total number of timesteps with(st, at) ∉Kt (i.e. escape events) is at most min{2m1κ, ∣S∣∣A∣m2)}.
Proof. See Appendix I.
Next comes the main result of this paper. The statement that follows establishes the PAC properties of the DDQ
algorithm and provides a bound on its sample complexity.
Theorem 2. Consider an MDP M = {S,A,T,R, γ}, and let  ∈ (0, 1
1−γ ), and δ ∈ (0,1). There exist m1 =O ( ln (∣S∣2 ∣A∣2/δ)/21(1 − γ)2) and m2 = O (∣S∣ + ln (∣S∣∣A∣/δ)/22(1 − γ)4) with 11 = 3(1−γ) = O (1/(1 − γ)) and 2 = 13 , such
that if DDQ algorithm is executed, M follows a 4-optimal policy with probability at least 1 − 2δ on all butO (min{O(∣S∣2∣A∣/3(1 − γ)8),O(∣S∣∣A∣/4(1 − γ)8)})
timesteps (logarithmic factors ignored).
Proof. We intend to apply Theorem 1. To satisfy the optimism condition, we start by proving that Qt(s, a) ≥
Q∗M(s, a) − 22 by strong induction for all state-action pairs: (i) At t = 1, the value of all state-action pairs are set
to the maximum possible value in MDP M . This implies that Q1(s, a) ≥ Q∗M(s, a) ≥ Q∗M(s, a) − 22, therefore
vt(s) ≥ v∗M(s) − 22. (ii) Assume that Qt(s, a) ≥ Q∗M(s, a) − 22 holds for all timesteps before or equal to t = n − 1.
(iii) At timestep t = n, all (s, a) ∉K2n can only be updated by a type-1 update before or at t = n. For these state-action
pairs, Lemma 4 implies that it will be Qn(s, a) ≥ Q∗M(s, a) with probability 1 − δ8 .
For all (s, a) ∈K2n, on the other hand, by Lemma 8 and with probability 1 − 3δ8 :
Qn(s, a) ≥ Q∗MK2n (s, a) − 22 ≥ Q∗M(s, a) − 22
8
Note that Q∗MK2n (s, a) ≥ Q∗M(s, a) since MK2n is similar to M exept for (s, a) ∉ K2n which their values are set to be
more than or equal to Q∗M(s, a). Therefore, Qt(s, a) ≥ Q∗M(s, a) − 22 holds for all timesteps t and all state-action
pairs, which directly implies vt(s) ≥ v∗M(s) − 22 ≥ v∗M(s) − .
To establish the accuracy condition, first write
Qt(s, a) = R(s, a) + γ∑
s′ T (s, a, s′)maxa′ Qt(s′, a′) + β(s, a) (5)
If (s, a) ∈ Kt, there can be two cases: either (s, a) ∈ K1t or (s, a) ∈ K2t . If (s, a) ∈ K1t , then by Definition 4
β(s, a) ≤ 31. If (s, a) ∈K2t , then Lemma 8 (right-hand side inequality) implies that with probability at least 1 − 3δ8
22 ≥ Qt(s, a) −Q∗M
K2
t
(s, a) (6)
Meanwhile,
Q∗M
K2
t
(s, a) = R(s, a) + γ∑
s′ T (s, a, s′)maxa′ Q∗MK2t (s′, a′) (7)
and substituting from (7) and (5) into (6) yields
γ∑
s′ T (s, a, s′) (maxa′ Qt(s′, a′) −maxa′ Q∗MK2t (s′, a′)) + β(s, a) ≤ 22 (8)
Let a1 ∶= argmaxa′ QM
K2
t
(s′, a′) and bound the difference
max
a′ Qt(s′, a′) −maxa′ Q∗MK2t (s′, a′) =maxa′ Qt(s′, a′) −Q∗MK2t (s′, a1)≥ Qt(s′, a1) −Q∗M
K2
t
(s′, a1)
Apply Lemma 8 (left-hand side inequality) to the latter expression to get
max
a′ Qt(s′, a′) −maxa′ Q∗MK2t (s′, a′) ≥ −22
which implies for (8) that
22 ≥ β(s, a) − 2γ2 Ô⇒ β(s, a) ≤ 2(1 + γ)2 ≤ 32
Thus in any case when (s, a) ∈Kt, β(s, a) ≤ 31 with probability at least 1 − 3δ8 . In light of this, considering a policy
dictating actions a = pit(s) and mirroring (5)–(7) we write for the values of states in which (s, pit(s)) ∈Kt
vpitMKt
(s) = R(s, pit(s)) + γ∑
s′ T(s, pit(s), s′)vpitMKt (s′)
vt(s) = R(s, pit(s)) + γ∑
s′ T (s, pit(s), s′)vt(s′) + β(s, a)
while for those in which (s, pit(s)) ∉Kt, we already know that
vpitMKt
(s) = Qt(s, pit(s))
vt(s) = Qt(s, pit(s))
So now if one denotes
α ∶=max
s
(vt(s) − vpitMKt (s)) = vt(s∗) − vpitMKt (s∗)
then either α = 0 (when (s, pit(s)) ∉Kt) or it affords an upper bound
γ∑
s′ T (s∗, pit(s∗), s′)(vt(s′) − vpitMKt (s′)) + β(s∗, pit(s∗))≤ γ∑
s′ T (s∗, pit(s∗), s′)(vt(s′) − vpitMKt (s′)) + 31 ≤ γα + 31
from which it follows that α ≤ γα + 31 Ô⇒ α ≤ 31−γ = .
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Figure 1: The grid-world example. Figure 2: The optimal policy.
Finally, to analyze complexity invoke Lemmas 1 and 11 to see that the learning complexity ζ(, δ) is bounded by
κ +min (2m1κ, ∣S∣∣A∣m2) with probability 1 − δ8 .
In conclusion, the conditions of Theorem 2 are satisfied with probability 1 − δ and therefore the DDQ algorithm is
PAC. Substituting ζ(, δ) into (2) completes the proof.
5 Numerical Results
In this section, R-max, Delayed Q-learning and DDQ algorithms are compared on a small grid-world example (Fig. 1).
The example test case has nine states, with the initial state being the one labeled 1, and the terminal (goal) state labeled
9. Each state is assigned a reward of 0 except for the terminal state which has 1. For this example, γ ∶= 0.8. In all
states but the terminal one, the system has four primitive actions available: down (d), left (l), up (u), and right (r). The
grid-world of Fig. 1 includes cells with two types of boundaries: the boundaries marked with a single-line afford
transition probabilities of 0.9 through them; the boundaries marked with a double line afford transitions through them at
probability 0.1. The optimal policy for this grid-world example is shown in Fig. 2.
Initializing the three PAC algorithms with the following parameters: m1 = 65, m2 = 175 and ε = 0.06, yields
performance metrics shown in Table 1, in terms of the number of samples needed to reach at 4ε optimality, averaged
over 10 algorithm runs. Parameters m1 and m2 are intentionally chosen in a way that the sample complexity of the
model-free Delayed Q-learning, and the model-based R-max algorithms are almost identical. In this case, and with
these same tuning parameters, the sample complexity improvement that DDQ offers becomes apparent.
Table 1: Average number of samples by which the algorithm reach at 4ε optimality
Algorithms # of samples
Delayed Q-learning 6622
R-max 6727
DDQ 5960
6 Conclusion
It is possible to build an RL algorithm that captures favorable features of both model-based and model-free learning
and most importantly preserves the PAC property. One such algorithm is the DDQ; this algorithm leverages the idea
of Dyna-Q to combine two popular PAC algorithms, namely the model-based R-max and the model-free Delayed
Q-learning, in a way that achieves the best (complexity results) of both. Theoretical analysis establishes that DDQ
enjoys a sample complexity that is at worst as high as the smallest of its constituent technologies; yet, in practice, as the
numerical example included suggests, DDQ can outperform them both.
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Appendices
A Proof of Lemma 1
Consider a fixed state-action pair (s, a). Its value Q(s, a) is initially set to vmax = 11−γ . When an update of type-1
(Algorithm 1 line 30) is successful Q(s, a) is reduced by at least 1. Since the reward function R(s, a) is non-negative,
we must have Q(s, a) ≥ 0 in all timesteps, which means that there can be at most 1
1(1−γ) updates of type-1 for (s, a).
On the other hand, a type-2 update (Algorithm 1 line 51) can occur only once when n(s, a) =m2. Therefore, the total
number of successful timesteps for (s, a) is at most 1 + 1
1(1−γ) times. With ∣S∣∣A∣ total state-action pairs, the total
number of successful timesteps is bounded by κ = ∣S∣∣A∣ + ∣S∣∣A∣(1−γ)1 .
B Proof of Lemma 2
Suppose an attempted update occurs at timestep t to some (s, a). By definition, for a subsequent attempted update to(s, a) to occur at timestep t′ > t, at least one successful timestep must occur between t and t′. Lemma 1 ensures that
there can be no more than κ successful timesteps. In other words, the most frequent occurrence of attempted updates
is interlaced between successful updates, which implies that at most 1 + κ attempted updates are possible for (s, a).
Scaling this argument to all state-action pairs we arrive at the ∣S∣∣A∣(1 + κ) upper bound.
C Proof of Lemma 3
Let Q∗MKt (s∗, a∗) denote max(s,a)Q∗MKt (s, a). If (s∗, a∗) ∉ Kt, we are done since Q∗MKt (s∗, a∗) = Qt(s∗, a∗) ≤
1
1−γ . Otherwise, for (s∗, a∗) ∈Kt write
Q∗MKt (s∗, a∗) = R(s∗, a∗) + γ∑
s
T (s∗, a∗, s)max
a
Q∗MKt (s, a)≤ R(s∗, a∗) + γ Q∗MKt (s∗, a∗)∑
s
T (s∗, a∗, s)
= R(s∗, a∗) + γ Q∗MKt (s∗, a∗)≤ 1 + γQ∗MKt (s∗, a∗) Ô⇒ Q∗MKt (s∗, a∗) ≤ 11 − γ
D Proof of Lemma 4
Let an update of type-1 occur for (s, a) at timestep t. Suppose that the latest m1 experiences of (s, a) happened
at timesteps t1 < t2 < ⋯ < tm1 = t, when the system was rewarded r[1], r[2], . . . , r[m1] and jumped to states
s[1], s[2], . . . , s[m1], respectively. Define the random variable Y = r[i] + γv∗M(s[i]) for 1 ≤ i ≤ m1 and note that
0 ≤ Y ≤ 1
1−γ . Then a direct application of the Hoeffding inequality for bounded random variables and with the choice
of m1 as in (3) implies that
1
m1
m1∑
i=1 (r[i] + γv∗M(s[i])) > E{Y } − (1 − 22) = Q∗M(s, a) − 1 + 22
with probability 1 − δ/8(∣S∣∣A∣(1 + κ)).
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Now we have:
Q′(s, a) = 1
m1
(m1∑
i=1 r[i] + γvti(s[i])) + 1≥ 1
m1
(m1∑
i=1 r[i] + γv∗M(s[i])) − 2γ2 + 1≥ Q∗M(s, a) − 1 + 22 − 2γ2 + 1 ≥ Q∗M(s, a)
Finally, we want this fact to be true for all possible attempted updates of type-1. According to Lemma 2, an upper
bound for all possible attempted updates is ∣S∣∣A∣(1 + κ). Therefore, the above fact is true with probability at least(1 − δ/8(∣S∣∣A∣(1 + κ)))∣S∣∣A∣(1+κ). An induction argument can now be employed to show that 1 − δ
8
bounds the above
expression from below.
E Proof of Lemma 7
First note that K2t1 ⊆K2t2 . For all (s, a) ∉K2t2
Q∗M
K2
t1
(s, a) = Qt1(s, a) ≥ Qt2(s, a) = Q∗M
K2
t2
(s, a) (9)
while for all (s, a) ∈K2t1
Q∗M
K2
t1
(s, a) = R(s, a) + γ∑
s′
T (s, a, s′)max
a′ Q
∗
M
K2
t1
(s′, a′)
Q∗M
K2
t2
(s, a) = R(s, a) + γ∑
s′
T (s, a, s′)max
a′ Q
∗
M
K2
t2
(s′, a′)
implying
Q∗M
K2
t1
(s, a) −Q∗M
K2
t2
(s, a) = γ∑
s′
T (s, a, s′) × (max
a′ Q
∗
M
K2
t1
(s′, a′) −max
a′ Q
∗
M
K2
t2
(s′, a′)) (10)
Every (s, a) ∈K2t2 ∖K2t1 falls in one of the following categories:
• (s, a) is a state-action pair that has not been updated ever before or at timestep t1. The Lemma 3 implies
Q∗M
K2
t1
(s, a) = Qt1(s, a) = vmax = 11 − γ ≥ Q∗MK2t2(s, a)
which completes the proof.
• (s, a) is a state-action pair that has experienced an type-1 update before or at t1. Assume that the most recent type-1
update of (s, a) occurred at some timestep t ≤ t1. Suppose that the m1 visits to (s, a) that triggered this update
occurred at instances t1 < t2 < ... < tm1 = t ≤ t1, and the observed rewards and next states were r[1], r[2], ..., r[m1]
and s[1], s[2], ..., s[m1], respectively. For the random variable Z = r[i] + γvt(s[i]),
E{Z} = R(s, a) + γ∑
s′ T (s, a, s′)maxa′ Qt(s′, a′)
Then
Q∗M
K2
t1
(s, a) = Qt1(s, a) = Qt(s, a) = ∑m1i=1 r[i] + γvti(s[i])m1 + 1 ≥ ∑
m1
i=1 r[i] + γvt(s[i])
m1
+ 1
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and applying Hoeffding inequality to the right hand side
Q∗M
K2
t1
(s, a) > E{Z} − 1 + 22 + 1 = R(s, a) + γ∑
s′ T (s, a, s′)maxa′ Qt(s′, a′) + 22≥ R(s, a) + γ∑
s′
T (s, a, s′)max
a′ Qt1(s′, a′) + 22
(9)≥ R(s, a) + γ∑
s′ T (s, a, s′)maxa′ Q∗MK2t1(s′, a′)
with probability 1 − δ
8∣S∣∣A∣(1+κ) . Then — following the final steps of Lemma 4 — with probability at least 1 − δ8 after
all possible attempted updates,
Q∗M
K2
t1
(s, a) −Q∗M
K2
t2
(s, a) ≥ γ∑
s′
T (s, a, s′)(max
a′ Q
∗
M
K2
t1
(s′, a′) −max
a′ Q
∗
M
K2
t2
(s′, a′)) (11)
In any case, therefore, i.e., either when (s, a) ∉K2t2 or when (s, a) ∈K2t2 ∖K2t1 , one can define
α ∶= min(s,a) (Q∗MK2t1 (s, a) −Q∗MK2t2 (s, a)) ∶= Q∗MK2t1 (s∗, a∗) −Q∗MK2t2 (s∗, a∗)
and if α ≥ 0 recognize that the proof is completed. Assume for the sake of argument that α < 0; then still either (10) is
true if (s, a) ∉K2t2 , or (11) if (s, a) ∈K2t2 ∖K2t1 . Let as′ ∶= argmaxa′ Q∗MK2
t2
(s′, a′), then in either case,
α = Q∗M
K2
t1
(s∗, a∗) −Q∗M
K2
t2
(s∗, a∗)
≥γ∑
s′ T (s∗, a∗, s′)(maxa′ Q∗MK2t1(s′, a′)−maxa′ Q∗MK2t2(s′, a′))=γ∑
s′ T (s∗, a∗, s′)(maxa′ Q∗MK2t1(s′, a′)−Q∗MK2t2(s′, as′))≥γ∑
s′ T (s∗, a∗, s′)(Q∗MK2t1(s′, as′)−Q∗MK2t2(s′, as′))≥ γα Ô⇒ α ≥ 0
which is a contradiction. Therefore α cannot be negative and therefore Q∗M
K2
t1
(s, a) −Q∗M
K2
t2
(s, a) ≥ 0.
F Proof of Lemma 8
For all (s, a) ∉K2t
Qt(s, a) = Q∗M
K2
t
(s, a) ≤ Q∗M
K2
t
(s, a) + 22 (12a)
Now for (s, a) ∈ K2t , and referring to line 50 of Algorithm 1 one sees that for timestep t it is Qt(s, a) ≤ Qvl(s, a).
Meanwhile, for timestep t Lemma 5 ensures
Qvl(s, a) ≤ Q∗ˆM
K2
t
(s, a) + 2 (12b)
while Lemma 6 implies
Q∗ˆ
M
K2
t
(s, a) + 2 ≤ Q∗M
K2
t
(s, a) + 22 (12c)
with probability 1 − δ
8
. Combining (12) one obtains the right hand side of (4). Establishing the left hand side of (4) is
done by strong induction. At t = 1, we have K21 = ∅ and thus
Q1(s, a) = Q∗M
K2
1
(s, a) ≥ Q∗M
K2
1
(s, a) − 22
Assume that Qt(s, a) = Q∗M
K2
t
(s, a) ≥ Q∗M
K2
t
(s, a) − 22 for t ≤ n − 1. If timestep t = n is not a successful timestep
(Definition 5), nothing happens so equality holds; thus let us assume that t = n is successful. Then, and for all(s, a) ∉K2n we have automatically
Qn(s, a) = Q∗MK2n (s, a) ≥ Q∗MK2n (s, a) − 22
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Just as before, for (s, a) ∈K2n for which a type-2 update succeeded at timestep t
Qn(s, a) = Qvl(s, a) ≥ Q∗ˆMK2n (s, a) − 2 (13a)
as a result of Lemma 5, and
Q∗ˆ
MK2n
(s, a) − 2 ≥ Q∗MK2n (s, a) − 22 (13b)
with probability 1 − δ
8
, due to Lemma 6. For those (s, a) ∈K2n for which a type-2 update did not succeed at timestep t,
it is Qn(s, a) = Qn−1(s, a) and there are three distinct possibilities:
• Value Qn−1(s, a) has never been updated before. Then,
Qn(s, a) = 11−γ Lemma 3≥ Q∗MK2n (s, a) ≥ Q∗MK2n (s, a) − 22
• The most recent update for (s, a) was of type-2 and occured at some t ≤ n − 1. Then,
Qn(s, a) Lemmas 5&6≥ Q∗M
K2
t
(s, a) − 22
with probability 1 − δ
8
, and
Q∗M
K2
t
(s, a) − 22 Lemma 7≥ Q∗MK2n (s, a) − 22
also with with probability 1 − δ
8
, so
Qn(s, a) ≥ Q∗MK2n (s, a) − 22
with probability at least 1 − 2δ
8
≤ (1 − δ
8
)2.
• The most recent update for (s, a) was of type-1 and occured at some t′ ≤ n − 1. Then suppose that the m1 collection
of visits of (s, a) for this update occurred at timesteps t1 < t2 < ⋯ < tm1 = t′ ≤ n−1, with the corresponding observed
reward and next states being r[1], r[2], . . . , r[m1] and s[1], s[2], . . . , s[m1], respectively. The expectation of the
random variable F = r[i] + γvtm1 (s[i]) is
E{F} = R(s, a) + γ∑
s′ T (s, a, s′)maxa′ Qtm1 (s′, a′)
which, with the use of Hoeffding inequality, bounds the sum in
Qn(s, a) = 1
m1
(m1∑
i=1 r[i] + γvti(s[i])) + 1
≥ 1
m1
(m1∑
i=1 r[i] + γvtm1 (s[i])) + 1 > E{F} − 1 + 22 + 1= R(s, a) + γ∑
s′ T (s, a, s′)maxa′ Qt′(s′, a′) + 22
and yields
Qn(s, a) ≥ R(s, a) + γ∑
s′ T (s, a, s′)maxa′ Qn(s′, a′)
with probability 1 − δ/8(∣S∣∣A∣(1 + κ)). Following the steps in the proof of Lemma 4 when thinking of all possible
attempted updates, one states the above with probability 1 − δ
8
. Subtracting now Q∗MK2n (s, a) from both sides yields
γ∑
s′ T (s, a, s′) (maxa′ Qn(s′, a′) −maxa′ Q∗MK2n (s′, a′)) ≤ Qn(s, a) −Q∗MK2n (s, a) (14)
and if one denotes
α ∶= min(s,a) (Qn(s, a) −Q∗MK2n (s, a)) = Qn(s∗, a∗) −Q∗MK2n (s∗, a∗)
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then we want to show α ≥ −22. Let as′ ∶= argmaxa′ Q∗MK2n (s′, a′), then (14) implies
α = Qn(s∗, a∗) −Q∗MK2n (s∗, a∗)≥γ∑
s′ T (s∗, a∗, s′)(maxa′ Qn(s′, a′)−maxa′ Q∗MK2n(s′, a′))=γ∑
s′ T (s∗, a∗, s′)(maxa′ Qn(s′, a′)−Q∗MK2n(s′, as′))≥γ∑
s′ T (s∗, a∗, s′)(Qn(s′, as′)−Q∗MK2n(s′, as′))≥ γα Ô⇒ α ≥ 0 ≥ −22
Summing up, the right side of (4) holds with probability 1 − δ
8
, while the left side is true with probability at least(1 − δ
12
)2. Together, both inequalities are true with probability at least (1 − δ
12
)3 ≥ 1 − 3δ
8
.
G Proof of Lemma 9
Assume that at timestep t, (s, a) ∉ Kt, l(s, a) = 0 and learn(s, a) = true, and suppose that m1 experiences of (s, a)
after t happen at timesteps t ≤ t1 < t2 < ⋯ < tm1 . Let r[1], r[2], . . . , r[m1] and s[1], s[2], . . . , s[m1] be the rewards
and next states observed for the m1 experiences of (s, a). Then define the random variable X = r[i] + γvt1(s[i])
letting i range in {1, . . . ,m1}, and note that 0 ≤X ≤ 1.
A direct application of the Hoeffding inequality with the choice of m1 as in (3) yields
1
m1
(m1∑
i=1 r[i] + γvt1(s[i])) −E{X} < 1 − 22 < 1
with probability 1 − δ
8∣S∣∣A∣(1+κ) . Since the DDQ algorithm only allows for updates that decrease the value estimate for
any stat-action pairs, we can write:
Qt(s, a) − 1
m1
(m1∑
i=1 r[i] + γvti(s[i])) ≥ Qt(s, a) − 1m1 (
m1∑
i=1 r[i] + γvt1(s[i]))> Qt(s, a) −E{X} − 1
and because (s, a) ∉Kt meaning Qt(s, a) −E{X} > 31,
Qt(s, a) −E{X} − 1 > 21
guaranteeing success for the type-1 update at timestep tm1 . Since for the case that l(s, a) = 0 and learn(s, a) = true, an
attempted update will necessarily happen; there can be at most ∣S∣∣A∣(1 + κ) instances of such an event. Working in a
fashion similar to the proof of Lemma 4, one concludes that the lemma’s statement holds with probability at least 1 − δ
8
.
H Proof of Lemma 10
We will assume that (s, a) has not already been visited m2 times before timestep t, because then it is obvious that(s, a) ∈ Kt+1. Thus we work under the assumption that (s, a) has been visited fewer than m2 times up until t, at
which time an unsuccessful update of (s, a) occurs, while right after at t + 1 we see learn(s, a) = false. Now set up a
contradiction argument: under those conditions, assume that (s, a) ∉ Kt+1. Since the update at t was unsuccessful,
Kt+1 =Kt, which would also imply that (s, a) ∉Kt. Now label the times of the most recent m1 experiences of (s, a)
as b(s, a) ≜ t1 < t2 < ⋯ < tm1 = t. The contrapositive of the statement proved in Lemma 9, suggests that since the
update at t is unsuccessful, it must be (s, a) ∈Kt1 . Since (s, a) ∉Kt, some timestep between t1 and t must have been
successful. Let us denote that successful timestep t∗ > b(s, a). But then the condition t1 = b(s, a) < t∗ would not allow
the learn flag to be set to false in between these two timesteps, and we know from the statement of the lemma that this
is true. Therefore, we have a contradiction; the assumption made is invalid, and therefore (s, a) ∈Kt =Kt+1.
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I Proof of Lemma 11
Fix a state-action pair (s, a), We begin by showing that if (s, a) ∉ Kt at timestep t, then within at most 2m1 more
experiences of (s, a) after t, a successful timestep for (s, a) must occur. Toward that end, we analyse the worst case
where m2-th visit of (s, a) will not occur within 2m1 more experiences of (s, a) after timestep t. For (s, a) ∉ Kt,
distinguish two possible cases at the beginning of timestep t: either learn(s, a) = false or learn(s, a) = true. Consider
first the case where learn(s, a) = false. Assume that the most recent attempted update of (s, a) occurred at some
timestep t′ which was unsuccessful and set the flag learn(s, a) to false. Then, according to Lemma 10, it will be(s, a) ∈Kt′+1. However, now it is (s, a) ∉Kt, which implies that a successful timestep must have occurred at some
t∗ with t′ + 1 < t∗ < t. Thus the flag learn(s, a) will set to true during timestep t. Then, at t we have all conditions
of Lemma 9 (i.e. learn(s, a) = true, (s, a) ∉Kt and l(s, a) = 0) and thus the type-1 update upon m1-th visit of (s, a)
after t will be successful.
Take now the case where learn(s, a) = true. We know that an attempted type-1 update for (s, a) will occur in at
most m1 experiences of (s, a), and those are assumed occurring at timesteps t1 < ⋯ < tm1 , then t1 ≤ t ≤ tm1 . Consider
the two possibilities: (s, a) ∉ Kt1 or (s, a) ∈ Kt1 . In the former case, Lemma 9 indicates that the attempted update
type-1 at tm1 will be successful. In the latter case, given that (s, a) ∉ Kt, a successful timestep t∗ must have taken
place between t1 and t (since Kt1 ≠Kt). Thus, however the attempted update at tm1 is unsuccessful, learn(s, a) will
remain true and at timestep tm1 +1 we will have learn(s, a) = true, l(s, a) = 0, and (s, a) ∉Ktm1+1; this would trigger
Lemma 9, and the attempted update type-1 upon m1-th visit of (s, a) after timestep tm1 + 1 (which is within at most
2m1 more experiences of (s, a) after t), will be successful.
Thus far, we showed that after (s, a) ∉Kt, within at most 2m1 more experiences of (s, a), at least one successful
timestep for (s, a) must occur. According to lemma 1, the total number of successful timesteps for (s, a) are bounded
by 1+ 1(1−γ)1 . This means that the total number of timesteps with (s, a) ∉Kt is bounded by 2m1(1+ 1(1−γ)1 ). On the
other hand, once a state-action pair (s, a) is experienced for m2-th time at any timestep t, it will become a member of
Kt and will never leave Kt anymore. So, m2 is another upper-bound for the number of timesteps with (s, a) ∉Kt.
Generalizing the above fact for all state-action pairs, we conclude that the total number of escape events (timesteps
t with (st, at) ∉Kt) is bounded by min (2m1κ, ∣S∣∣A∣m2).
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